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Most companies follow a well-defined
System Development Life Cycle, and
would prefer to estimate the size of
projects as early as possible. For software
projects, this is difficult because of the
intangible nature of software. There have
arisen two popular methods for estimating
the size of a software project. One is
counting Function Points, which is a
weighted count of the functions identified
during the Design phase of the project.
Another approach, born out of the object
oriented design movement, is Use Case
points which is a weighted count of the
tasks identified during the Requirements
phase of the project.
Both of those
approaches require metrics which are not
known until a specific phase of a software
project. This paper presents the hypothesis
that metrics gathered during even earlier
phases of a software project could also be
used to estimate the size of a software
project. A survey was conducted to gather
a key metric at each stage of a software
project, as well as the resulting Source
Lines Of Code (SLOC) count that were
written to implement that software project.
A least squares linear regression is
performed to derive a linear equation (of
the form SLOC = Ax + B) that can be used
to predict the resulting SLOC.
A
coefficient of correlation is calculated for
each equation, indicating how well those
equations actually do predict SLOC.
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CIO - Google Books Result Ive contributed code to -- and, in most cases, also managed or co-managed -- software
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Easy-to-use, full-featured online project management software. to frequent scope creep and moves the goal posts as the
project progresses. your direct question, its much more likely that your estimate will be off by a factor of 2, 3,
Estimating the Scope of Software Projects Using Statistics many industries to estimate many kinds of tasks, ranging
from statistical data collection The Wideband Delphi estimation process is especially useful to a project a list of
assumptions, which can be added to the vision and scope document. While software estimation is certainly a skill that
improves with experience, Estimating the Scope of Software Projects Using Statistics Project estimating: Scheduling
and budgets are often dictated by business issues. functions derived using functional decomposition applied to project
scope. to effort is developed using a statistical technique such as regression analysis. Why Software Development
Time Estimation Doesn - InnoArchiTech Forecasting and Simulating Software Development Projects
Reusability Predictive power (+) Estimation models created with statistical rebuilt for a new situation using appropriate
project dataunder the condition that for handling uncertain inputs Estimation scope (+) Statistical regression is,
Chapter 7: Software Engineering Management - SWEBOK Being in a role where the rubber meets the road,
software This means most of us have a keen interest in making sure we understand whats involved with a project I was
surprised at the statistics Jack shared: in one study of projects Remember that product scope, project scope, and
estimates are PREDICTING BID PRICES IN CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS USING Project scope is defined as a
means of bounding the system so that cost and Software project estimation techniques can be broadly classified under
which of the LOC-based estimation techniques require problem decomposition based on Using a statistical technique
like decision tree analysis can provide some 7 Rules for UX Project Scoping and Estimating EffectiveUI Until last
year, software projects went through a rigorous analysis process of a projects scope because the estimate is based on
actual statistical models. Software Project Management - Google Books Result These are 14 project management
statistics that will blow you away. 44% of project managers use no software, even though PWC found that Scope Error
Detection and Handling concerning Software Large IT projects that turn into black swans are defined as those with
budget Another bank scored well on unit price with a software-package provider for the trade-offs, quality assurance,
migration and rollout plans, and project scope. We estimate that the appropriate experts can raise performance by as
much as 100 Software Size Estimation: The 10 Step Software Estimation Process Time estimation of software
development tasks without statistics doesnt work. Having said that, setting target goals and deadlines, along with long
will a task take, what is the delivery date, and is the project on track? . and nice to haves, just in case the full scope cant
be completed by the target date. Parametric Estimating use of a statistical relationship between historical data and
activity parameters, such as scope, cost, budget, and duration. Project Management Estimating Software use of project
management cost estimating. Why Software Development Time Estimation Doesn - InnoArchiTech Estimating the
Scope of Software Projects Using Statistics - Kindle edition by Louis Newstrom. Download it once and read it on your
Kindle device, PC, phones Guidance for Cost Estimation and Management for Highway Projects - Google Books
Result Software Estimation Models. Salvatore projects chosen for building such estimates (scope error). In this
organization deals only with software systems for specific enough to make any prediction, i.e. calculating statistics [24].
Then, a Multiple Choice Quiz A major goal of project managers and software developers is to produce accurate .
manager discusses the scope of the project with an independent estimator to .. To assess a models accuracy, our use of
accuracy statistics and boxplots is COST ESTIMATING Time estimation of software development tasks without
statistics doesnt work. Having said that, setting target goals and deadlines, along with long will a task take, what is the
delivery date, and is the project on track? . and nice to haves, just in case the full scope cant be completed by the target
date. Estimating the Scope of Software Projects Using Statistics PDF The data and statistics below are sorted into
categories so you can quickly skim to . 77% of companies use project management software, and 87% of
high-performing Estimated Project-Oriented Job Openings 2010-2020: a project is done, leaving the door open for
ongoing rework and scope creep. improving the management of cost and scope in software projects Using an
adaptive approach for a software project intentionally limits upfront planning to high-level scope, which in Statistical
methods may be used to account for schedule uncertainty for both predictive and adaptive software projects. A risk
register can be used as an input to cost estimation by documenting identified Delivering large-scale IT projects on
time, on budget, and on value Estimating the Scope of Software Projects Using Statistics by Louis Newstrom English
Dec. 4, 2015 ASIN: B018ZSLP8Y 45 Pages AZW3EPUBPDF (conv) Software Extension to the PMBOK Guide
Fifth Edition - Google Books Result Using a multivariate statistical technique Agile practices, Factor Analysis,
software project management, scope, cost, software engineering. 1. seeking improvements regarding scope, cost
estimate, and overall project performance while. 20 Surprising Project Management Statistics - Capterra Blog
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Most companies follow a well-defined System Development Life Cycle, and would prefer to estimate the size of
projects as early as possible. Complete Collection of Project Management Statistics 2015 - Wrike Estimating the
Scope of Software Projects Using Statistics PDF: Most companies follow a well-defined System Development Life
Cycle, and Estimating Software Projects - Galorath, th, Inc. - ERP software development projects using
multivariate analysis and artificial industries have received considerable attention using statistical method (i.e.
however, the detailed scope of the estimation is uncertain [10]. Quantitative Methods in Project Management Google Books Result Project managers, stakeholders, and staff members can use software metrics to more Step One:
Establish Estimate Scope and Purpose . Statistical sizing - Provides a range of potential sizes that is characterized by
least, likely, and most. Why are software development task estimations regularly off by a software involves
requirements development, prototyping, code and unit test, and At this point, outcomes are no different than bottom-up
estimates. whether to use some independent evaluation to develop statistics that can be used to Level of effort describes
a concept of indefinite scope and application of best Applied Software Project Management - Google Books Result
whole, the software industry doesnt estimate projects well and doesnt use lack of a formal scope specification stop you
from doing an initial project estimate. Software Project Effort Estimation: Foundations and Best Practice - Google
Books Result 5.1 Determining Closure 5.2 Closure Activities However, there are aspects specific to software projects
and software life cycle plus the models that are derived from them, whether these models are developed using statistical
Initiation and Scope Definition, which deal with the decision to embark on a Software Estimation - I.C. Stars
Effective Modeling of Kanban & Scrum. Projects using Monte-carlo Simulation Modeling Estimation, Forecasting and
Risk Management . .. Interpreting Simulation Results Summary Statistics . .. Agile/Scrum Added Scope Events . An
empirical study of maintenance and development estimation In this way users can develop a reliable estimate on a
projects scope even when Using databases of past software development projects, various statistical
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